MINUTES OF MEETING TURTLE RUN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT


A regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Turtle Run Community Development District was held on Monday, November 8, 2021 at 6:00 p.m. at Residence Inn by Marriott Coconut Creek, 5730 N. State Road 7, Coconut Creek, Florida 33073.
Present and constituting a quorum:
Skip Carney	Chairman
Lance Morgan	Vice Chairman
Chris Kapish	Assistant Secretary
Zaida Karnegis	Assistant Secretary
Michael Hohl	Assistant Secretary Also present were:
Julio Padilla Dennis Baldis Rich Hans Pat Szozda
Michael Pawelczyk
 GMS
District Manager GMS
GMS
District Counsel

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS	Roll Call
Mr. Carney called the meeting to order, and Julio Padilla called the roll.


SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. Carney led a moment of silence.
 Moment of Silence

THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Pledge of Allegiance
Mr. Carney led the Pledge of Allegiance.


FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Good News
Mr. Carney: Anybody have any good news?
Mr. Hohl: On the way here I passed the roundabout, and they have the Christmas lights up. I don't know if there were other spots that they put them up yet, but those were on.
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Mr. Kapish: I do. Sample Road is being planted after the year and a half of working with the City and DOT. They are relandscaping the median on 441 all the way through Turtle Run which is an upgrade. That landscaping has finally come in. I am very happy about it.
Mr. Hohl: Who is doing the work? Mr. Kapish: The DOT.
Mr. Morgan: It looks like they are doing a pretty good job too with their plant selection.
Mr. Kapish: I had a little part of that. Mr. Morgan: Good job.
FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS


SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS



SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
 Public Comment


Ratification of First Amendment to Services Agreement with Florida CDI, LLC

Consideration of:
	Quote #231559 for Commercial Fountain Leak Detection with Red Rhino -

$885.00
Mr. Carney: Consideration of quote #231559 for Commercial Fountain Leak Detection with Red Rhino at $885 who would like to speak on that?
Mr. Kapish: I talked to Red Rhino. It is a big company if you want to see it on this laptop of mine. It is a nation-wide company, and they were recommended to me by aquatics engineer to get a complete estimate of the leakage and a complete report. What we got was not a complete report. What we got was an email with three lines on it which meant nothing, told you nothing. You can't fix something if you don't know what you are dealing with. I sent them pictures of the fountain. They obviously can't do anything until they get an agreement with us. I think we need a motion to contract with Red Rhino so we can get that started. Every day that we are going by and running that fountain, actually it has been told to me by the aquatics engineer that we are slowly damaging the fountain. It is leaking and that doesn't help the fountain. It is rusting our steel, and eventually you might have a bigger repair then what you have now.
Mr. Carney: So, what is the scope of work Chris? What are they planning on doing differently then what we have done before?
Mr. Kapish: They have all kinds of different machines. They have radar detectors that go into the water and detect it. They know where to look. They have experience. The other, basically, I think he put a dye in there, that is the old fashion way. This is what they do. They have modern techniques, and it is a reasonable price.
Mr. Morgan: This is just to determine what the leakage is.
Mr. Kapish: This is for a complete report which will find out where the leak is exactly.
Mr. Morgan: They are going to test both sides. Mr. Kapish: Yes, they are going to do both sides.
Mr. Hohl: Have they said that they are going provide a report that shows what it
is?
Mr. Kapish: Absolutely.
Mr. Carney: Does that also detect the plumbing and the piping and all that Chris? Mr. Kapish: Yes.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Just for the record, it does say the proposal includes testing of the
fountain shelf plumbing lines and equipment as Chris indicated. The only thing it doesn't say, it is kind of implied that there is going to be a report that tells you what happens, but it doesn't technically say that here. I know that Chris has talked to them, and you said that they are going to provide a report based on your discussion.
Mr. Kapish: They are not going to examine something if they are not going to provide the information to you in writing.
Mr. Pawelczyk: That is what the last guy did, so that is the only reason why I am bringing it up.
Mr. Kapish: It is not like that clown. Mr. Pawelczyk: I think we are ok.
Mr. Carney: Does anybody else have any questions as far as Red Rhino is concerned?
Mr. Kapish: I make a motion that we approve Red Rhino as the leak detection company and get them out there ASAP.

On MOTION by Mr. Kapish seconded by Mr. Morgan with all in favor, a proposal from Red Rhino in the amount of $885.00 for the fountain leak detection was approved.
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Mr. Morgan: It will take us further down the line, and $800 for both sides, then we can definitively know what is going on.
Mr. Carney: You have to know what you are dealing with, no question about that. Banner quote #2021/2022 with Christmas Designers Inc. Who would like to speak to that?
Mr. Pawelczyk: Skip, why don't we go back to six on the agenda, we just kind of missed one.
Mr. Carney: Ratification of first amendment to services agreement with Florida COi, LLC.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I will just address this real quick. This is the first amendment you all approved, based on that proposal that was approved at the last meeting. The first amendment document just as we have done in the past, memorializes that as part of the agreement. If you have your agenda packets and you look at Section 3, it does show last year's contract year which we spent $34,000 on that contract. This year and the years thereafter, based on this revised scope, it is up to $41,374 which as you know is historically still less then what we have spent in prior years. That is really all this does, and then in 2022, 2023, etc. we can change that scope of services. It is up to you. We usually do that as you know in June but usually, we don't do it until September. That is a possibility. That is really all this does is acknowledges that change in the agreement scope and cost, so a motion to ratify the first amendment to services agreement with Florida COi would be in order.

On MOTION by Mr. Morgan seconded by Mr. Hohl with all in favor, ratification of first amendment to services agreement with Flo ida COi, L _9 was _ap_p_i-oved.


	Banner Quote 2021-2022 with Christmas Designers, Inc. - $4,750.00

Mr. Carney: The banner quote with Christmas Designers, Inc., does anybody want to speak to that?
Mr. Morgan: What exactly is this about? Putting up the banners this year?
Mr. Carney: I guess I didn't put that on the agenda. I am not sure where the consideration came from.
Mr. Padilla: I spoke to COi today, and Joe told me it is the same flags; it is just the maintenance of them, and just for the year 2021-2022.
Mr. Baldis: The banners we have now don't fit the poles.
Mr. Kapish: I think we spoke about the Christmas stuff, and I thought we spent enough money, and I don't know why we are going to add to it.
Mr. Carney: No.
Mr. Baldis: This is for the existing banners, and they don't fit, so the topic is moot.
There is no sense in even discussing it.
Mr. Morgan: So this was to install the banners, Dennis? Mr. Baldis: To store them.
Mr. Carney: These are eight-foot banners. They belong on a 24-foot pole. Right now, we have 13-foot poles. If we are going to do this, we need to redo the whole program. I also spoke to Mainnor about putting brackets on those poles, and he said do not put metal brackets on these poles. They need to be cushioned with a rubber seal. There is a whole lot of work that needs to go into this. We just need to disregard this.
Mr. Kapish: After spending $10,000 to $12,000 on these poles, I think you better be careful of what you do to them.
Mr. Carney: Exactly.
Mr. Kapish: Christmas is only a few weeks in the year, but those poles are out there all year long.
Mr. Morgan: I am trying to clarify this $4,750 is to put the banners up this year or
is it to store them for another year, or do we know?
Mr. Carney: It is in your packet there.
Mr. Kapish: The banners that we are talking about, you put them on the old streetlights we had. Those aren't banners that would be put on, I guess you could put them on, but they would have to shrink them.
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Mr. Baldis: That is what I am saying. That is what this is for. It is a moot topic because the banners don't fit the poles, so we are not going to store them.
Mr. Kapish: Not only that, but they are also old and faded. They have been out there for about 10 to 12 years, and I don't know what you would do with them. If they are storing them, and we are paying for storage, we should throw them away.
Mr. Morgan: That is what I am trying to get to. I don't want to store them for another year for $4,750 if we are not going to use them. Tell them to trash them.
Mr. Baldis: Ok.
Mr. Carney: They charge us $4,000 for storage, $1,000 for each season.
Mr. Kapish: Whatever storage is, all the banners that we have all went on the other poles. We don't have culver lamps anymore so there is no reason to have those banners, and they are old. They have been faded. Now we have a better-looking community with the other light poles.
Mr. Baldis: The poles speak for themselves.
Mr. Hohl: Just for clarity, I would like to make a motion that we discontinue the old banner program and that we no longer contract COi to store the old banners and ask them to dispose of them. We can address the banner issue at another time.

On MOTION by Mr. Hohl seconded by Mr. Carney with all in favor, a motion to discontinue the banner program with Christmas Designers, Inc. and for Christmas Designers to dispose of the old banners was approved.


Mr. Morgan: Just for clarification on the COi quote, it was $3,700 for installation and preparation and $1,000 for storage and insurance on them, I guess. That is what it says, banner care program for a total of $4,750, it is on the past page of the contract.
Mr. Carney: We just need to discontinue this with Christmas Designers and save the $1,000 per quarter which is $4,000 per year that they charge us.
Mr. Kapish: I think you need to clarify if that is just the Christmas banners, or is that all of the banners that they have stored for us?
Mr. PadiUa: It is all, holiday, spring and patriotic and fall.
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Mr. Carney: They are charging you $1,000 per event which is four events a year.
That is $4,000 for storage which is what they are charging us. Mr. Kapish: They charge a lot of money to put them up. Mr. Carney: Yes, they do.
Mr. Padilla: Skip, can you say for the record that Zaida Karnegis has joined the meeting. Thank you.
Mr. Carney: Zaida Karnegis has joined the meeting.
EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Discussion of:
	Quality Site Assessment Report for Removal and Replacement of Plants and Trees with BrightView

Mr. Carney: Discussion of quality site assessment report, removal and replacement of plants and trees with BrightView. You all have that in your iPad. Would anybody like to speak to that? It all looks like pretty basic stuff. I think Lance took the drive-through maybe along with Chris.
Mr. Morgan: I did a drive-through with Art on two occasions, a short one last week. We went over some items that he hadn't gotten completed since we did the original drive through three or four weeks ago.
Mr. Kapish: There needs to be a couple of drive-throughs. First off, the trees aren't all trimmed. That drive-by needs to be done with maybe Mark and talk about the trees. They didn't cut all the trees; they didn't cut Sample Road. They didn't cut all the sables. Some of the hardwoods are hanging in the street, not all the hardwoods, but some of them need to be trimmed.
Mr. Baldis: They have until two weeks before Thanksgiving to do that work. I will go through to make sure that they get every tree.
Mr. Kapish: Ok, then the other drive-through needs to be done with People's Choice. I don't think they have gotten all the pressure cleaning done.
Mr. Baldis: They are very good at coming back and touching stuff up.
Mr. Kapish: A lot of fencing hasn't been touched either and that needs to be pressure cleaned.   Some of it has a lot of rust in the park. That needs to be cleaned on a routine basis because they don't have a rust inhibitor anymore, because I guess we are not paying anybody to fill it. It is going to be completely getting rust all over our fence.
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Mr. Carney: Dennis or Julio, you are going to follow-up with the pressure cleaning and the trees?
Mr. Padilla: Yes.
Mr. Morgan: I did do a drive-through the park last week and just for your information, if you do a drive-through regarding the trees, they may have missed some, but they did the palm trees earlier in the year. On Turtle Run Boulevard it looked like they were doing a pretty good job with the hardwoods. They may have missed some, but I looked at a lot of the work they did, and they were doing a pretty good job. I am not saying they didn't miss a section here or there, but just to let you know that. I have talked to Art about that.
Mr. Baldis: Ok.
Mr. Morgan: Do you want to go over this new form we got here quality site assessment Skip?
Mr. Carney: That is something that BrightView has been doing on a regular basis. BrightView is starting to send it out to the Board members now so we can take a look at it.
Mr. Kapish: That is something that Robert started; I think.
Mr. Carney: I think it is a very good idea. It gives us a clear picture of what is going on, what we are tearing out, what we are replacing, what we are spending money, so it gives the Board the opportunity to look at that before he moves forward with it.
Mr. Kapish: A drive-through still needs to be done on a weekly basis.
Mr. Carney: I think it is all basic maintenance stuff, so I don't think there is anything that really needs to be discussed.
Mr. Kapish: There are things that I asked Art to do that are still not done.
Mr. Hohl: With this quality assessment, when we get the report at the meetings, is there is going to be an update that will be given to say that any items that were pending, that they were addressed?
Mr. Baldis: It just won't be on the next report.
Mr. Hohl: Ok. So, we will have some way to know that things have been taken care of?
Mr. Baldis: Yes.
Mr. Carney: Any other questions as far as the quality assessment report is concerned? I think it is a good tool for the Board to see what is going on.

	Total Replacement for Landscape and Irrigation for all 9 Monument Signs and Cost Affiliated

Mr. Carney: We talked about total replacement for landscape and irrigation for all 9 monument signs and the costs affiliated. Since we are doing the signs over all the areas, I think the landscape in my opinion should be torn out, irrigation done over. That is up to the Board. I think an all-new look would be nice. I would like to ask Lance Morgan to head that up from the Board standpoint along with BrightView and Management. Lance, do you have anything you would want to say to that?
Mr. Morgan: No. I have given my opinion on what I think we should do as far as the monument signs. Over the years we have added with landscaping, themes that we happened upon where there is a hedge, then a front hedge, and then there is flowers. It would be my opinion and what I would look to do just to give you where I would come from, if you disagree, that is fine, and someone else can head this up, but I would look to push things back and put more grass in front of the monument signs and do a smaller landscaping package with one row of bushes or something like that and maybe flowers in the front. With multiple layers of hedges, it is just too cluttered, too many levels of material. Not all the walls are like that, but the ones on Wiles Road is like that.
Mr. Baldis: The landscaping needs to be proportionate to the area.
Mr. Kapish: I think you need to find out what this landscape is going to cost first before moving any further.
Mr. Morgan: Sure. I will meet with Art and kick around some ideas. I did talk to Art about this last week with the meeting that I had with him, what he would be capable of putting together, some ideas. I asked him to come up with some ideas of what he would think because he sees a lot of properties and he is into a lot of things. This is just the research stage.
Mr. Kapish: I am not sure you need to rip everything out. You might have to take a look and see what is there, some of the stuff that is there might be still good.
Mr. Morgan: I don't disagree with that, however, sometimes with the new features and cleaning it and everything, hopefully that doesn't cause any damage to the existing landscaping, but we will have to assess it, absolutely.
Mr. Hohl: So, your plan Lance then would be to get with BrightView and come up with a recommendation and a proposal with pricing?
Mr. Morgan: Yes, and bring it back to the Board and let everybody see it with photos.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Like you do with the holiday lights.
Mr. Morgan: Kick it around a little bit and let everybody talk about it and see what they like and dislike. I am sure we can get some material in there that we like and make it look nice for a reasonable cost.
Mr. Carney: I think so. I think we can. A total replacement with a new look, I think that would look nice actually.
Mr. Morgan: That is still a way out.
	Financial Update for Ongoing Capital Projects, Capital Reserve, Emergency Fund and all other Financial Issues

Mr. Carney: Zaida is going to take over the financial portion of the meeting, the part that I used to do.
Ms. Karnegis: I will just pass this around.
Mr. Carney: Give us an idea what the ongoing projects are, what is left in capital, each meeting, which will be spelled out.
Ms. Karnegis: This is just an ongoing report that Skip has started, and this is just for us to look at the true numbers of where we are at with our budget. We have page 1, the unpaid portion of ongoing projects. On page 2, that is the capital reserve balance with ongoing projects already subtracted. Then on page 3 is the emergency fund balance which is $500,000. Page 1 we have $299,830, which is the unpaid portion of ongoing projects. Page 2, we have $571,129 of capital reserve balance, and then on page 3 we have a total of $500,000 for the emergency fund balance.
Mr. Hohl: Just for clarification, the $571,129, that takes into account the funds that have been encumbered to pay the unpaid balances of the ongoing projects.
Ms. Karnegis: At this time there are no other financial issues to report.
Mr. Carney: Rich, I was going to put you up front, but we kind of passed through you. Do you want to make your introduction in the middle here? Sorry about that.
Mr. Hans: If you noticed there is someone additional here whose name is Pat Szozda. GMS has hired him for 20 hours a week for field to help out Dennis and Julio at this time, until Dennis gets through with his issues that are going on. Skip has met Pat and so has Lance and looked at his background. He has some good experience. He worked for GMS in Jacksonville and did some field operations. He retired from UPS. He is a good fit for a fill-in. He is 20 hours. He is coming out of retirement pretty much and 20 hours is what we are looking at. I think that would be a good fit for now helping out. Julio has other obligations as well. He is going to continue running your meeting and doing what he can. I will send out Pat's email address and his cellphone. We are going to figure out what the best hours would be, whether it is a couple hours for the five days or maybe a couple longer days, but that will work out as we figure out the needs that Turtle Run has. If Turtle Run doesn't need him, we have plenty of other stuff that we can use him for at GMS. That is the plan. He is here to meet you guys and kind of listen in on the meeting. I don't think in the future that it would make a lot of sense to use part of his 20 hours sitting through these meetings. We can report back from Julio or Dennis any items he needs to follow up with, but we will start getting him involved and see how it goes. Does anybody have any questions for Pat?
Mr. Carney: Pat, anything you want to share with us?
Mr. Szozda: Being here and assisting anyway I can, that is my role. Mr. Carney: Welcome aboard.
Mr. Hohl: I would just like to note that in order to fill in a part of Dennis's shoes, we have now had to fire two people just to fill them a part.
	Proposal for Hall Fountain to Service Fountains 3 Times Per Year For an Additional Cost of $600

Mr. Carney: The next item on the list is right now Hall Fountains is doing fountain maintenance twice a year, $600 each time, and I was talking to a couple of the guys out there and they kind of recommended that they charge us $150 to come out for service. Talking to Hall Fountains, the guys in the lake, if we probably have another maintenance go around and another $600 that we would see less of them at $150 an hour. It seems to me that it would be a pretty good trade off. They will get in there, clean them out, they
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will pull the bags out, and less damage done to our fountains. I think it is a good investment.
Mr. Morgan: How many times a year are they doing it now?
Mr. Carney: They are doing it twice now at $600 each time. They will add the third time at $600, that way they will be here three times a year cleaning the fountains. I think it is a good investment. Dennis, will you take on that?
Mr. Baldis: I thought they were doing it three times a year? Mr. Carney: Twice.
Mr. Baldis: So it is going to be $1,800.
Mr. Carney: Versus $1,200 for maintenance. When these guys get in that lake, it is expensive.
Mr. Baldis: It is not an easy job getting out there attending to a fountain. Mr. Carney: I think it is money well spent myself.
Mr. Hohl: This would hopefully curtail some of the hours that are put in outside of the normal maintenance.
Mr. Baldis: Yes. I get calls that there is a lot of lights out. Twice a year with six months in between, a lot of things can happen. Pieces of the fountain have failed that need to be replaced and they can catch that before. There was a bar that fell off and they ended up finding it at the bottom of the lake and we didn't have to pay for it. They are out there trying to help us do the maintenance on the fountain. It is just maintenance to keep everything operating. There are things that are in that lake running every day. They are getting wear and tear. We are trying to extend their life and keep them operating at their best.
Mr. Hohl: Do they take care of all of the fountains?
Mr. Carney: Yes.
Mr. Morgan: Can you just check on those three times a year Dennis because you think it is three times a year on that? Just double check.
Mr. Baldis: I misread this. Mr. Carney: Ok.

On MOTION by Mr. Hohl seconded by Mr. Morgan with all in favor, a proposal from Hall Fountains to service the fountains three times a year at a cost of $600 totaling $1,800 per year was approved.
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	TRCDD Meeting Schedule and Cancellation Procedure

Mr. Carney: This is a question for our attorney. Our meetings are scheduled every two weeks. We are going to continue the two-week meeting for probably quite some time now. Let's say the agenda items start falling off, what would be the procedure for cancellation at that time if there is not really a lot of agenda items to report?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I can only tell you the procedure that GMS follows and every other management company that I work with follows, and that is that they send an email out before the meeting comes up, do you have any agenda items? If they don't get any response from either Board members or staff because they send it to myself as well, they will cancel. I routinely respond. I haven't really done it too much for Turtle Run because we usually meet, but for other Districts, I will respond to that if I do not have any agenda items.
Mr. Kapish: There has always been a policy that there were two reasons why you would cancel a meeting, and only two reasons why, either you have no agenda, or you didn't have a quorum.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Exactly, because if there is nothing on the agenda, there is no sense to have a meeting. There is no written policy. There is nothing in your rules and procedures that addresses this. It is just a historical policy as Chris indicated.
Mr. Carney: So, if there is one agenda item and it is not a reason to have a meeting.
Mr. Pawelczyk: The manager usually decides whether this can wait to the next meeting.
Mr. Carney: Just moving forward it would be good to know.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I kind of look at it this way, you guys are the policy makers so you can decide what you want, but if you have an item that should take five minutes to decide, and it can wait, just let it wait.
Mr. Carney: Right.
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Mr. Pawelczyk: Unless you are not waiting for another month again. If you wanted to set a policy, the Board has the power in your Chapter 190 to set policies regarding these particular items. I wouldn't recommend it.
Mr. Carney: What you said is clear.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I do have Boards that have done that, but I think it only creates problems for not just use, but for management and for the Board. It just makes things more-difficult.
Mr. Carney: I think we are good. Thanks for the update there
	Annual Maintenance Schedule with Defined Timeline Mr. Carney:  I would like to have Mike speak on this.

Mr. Hohl: As I have said in previous meetings, I think that one of the things that will definitely preserve all the investment put in Turtle Run and limit our liability for significant repairs or replacement needs, is to have a comprehensive maintenance plan in place for everything that Turtle Run COD is responsible for. I know that we have a lot of different contracts here and there. We just talked about Hall Fountains for the fountain maintenance and we have contracts with BrightView for the tree trimming, and somebody else does the pressure cleaning, but I think it would be beneficial to distill all of that into a spreadsheet with specific timelines and then bring it back to the Board so that we can see it in writing, and say ok, we are only maintaining the fountains twice a year and we keep having to bring them out at $150 an hour to repair things outside of that twice a year maintenance, maybe we should increase it to three times a year. That is just one example, so I think if we see it all in writing, there may be other things that we will see that will jump out at us and say, you know what, maybe we need to address this, maybe the intervals need to be shorter, or maybe they are too long in between times that they are doing these items. When everything is on the list, that is when we will be able to realize that something is missing. We thought something was being taken care of but after we put it all down on the list, and it isn't there, then obviously what we thought was happening isn't happening. I think it will be helpful for management to have that list to go by, and it will be helpful for us to know what the intervals are supposed to be. For example, why hasn't the sidewalks been pressure cleaned this week, well, it is because it doesn't get done till next week or we did it last week. If there is something that we look at and we
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say that the sidewalks are being cleaned every other week and we determine that they need to be cleaned every week, then we make that change. The only way to really do that is to have that maintenance plan which has everything on a schedule, shows who is doing it, what they are supposed to do, and points to a particular contract whenever we as a Board member or management need to see more details as to what their scope of work is. That is what I would like to help put together and work with management to do that. I would ask that if any of the Board members have ideas or things of concern that they want to make sure is on that schedule, maybe we already have it, but by you saying we want to make sure this happens, we make sure we find that contract or whatever and put it in there, I am sure between Dennis and Julio with your history, you will be able to find everything and put it all in one place. The schedule, which will be our template if you will for maintenance. I think if we have a comprehensive maintenance plan, then hopefully five years, ten years from now, we are not going to be looking at something significant that needs to be replaced for the sole reason that we didn't maintain it properly. I think if we do that, then we will be more fiscally responsible to all of the taxpayers. That doesn't preclude us from saying yes, we are maintaining this, but it is beyond its life expectancy, and it is time to be replaced. There are still going to be some things that are not going to last forever, so even if you maintain them, you are still going to have to eventually replace some things, which goes without saying. It might be something simple as how often do we change a lightbulb. Do we wait until it goes out to change it, or do we change it knowing what the lifespan is of the lightbulb? Those are the types of things that we can really start drilling down into. I think the tighter our maintenance program is, the less money we are going to spend in the long run.
Mr. Kapish: There is already a maintenance program with BrightView as far as when they cut bushes, the first week of the month. Of course, they cut the grass every Thursday and then of course the tree trimming, and stuff is done annually. There is already a schedule for that. The one thing that needs to be implemented is that you have all these light posts, and we need to have somebody checking them and doing any kind of maintenance on them. We need to find a vendor that is going to be familiar with those kinds of lamps because some of them collected water to a point where Mainnor had to replace I think nine or ten of them. There is one now, a coach lamp that is not working.
It is not working over by the Bank United. There are two coach lamps in there and one of them isn't working. The other thing that is really a problem is the lighting for those reflectors around the roundabout. There is quite a few of them out. That all needs to be counted up and they need to come out. I guess they need to replace them.
Mr. Morgan: Didn't we just replace them?
Mr. Hohl: We did.  What Chris just said is a perfect example of several items that if we have it on a schedule, and we know what is supposed to be done, if it is not being done, it stands out. The light in the roundabout is a real good example of number one, are we maintaining them enough as far as frequency? If we are replacing them every three months, then the question may be is that the best option, or do we need to look at a different option that is not so costly? In other words, which is the whole purpose of this comprehensive maintenance plan is to be able to see everything in front of you both for management's sake and for the Board's sake, so that everybody knows what is supposed to be getting done, and if it isn't getting done, then it stands out real quick. Anyone can look at that plan and be able to identify the shortfalls, it just makes it simpler for everyone. This is a perfect example right now. We have three different managers because of Dennis's need to do other things and all that history and institutional knowledge that he has isn't necessarily in Julio's wheelhouse, or in his wheelhouse being brand new. If you had something to go and look at, it would make your job as manager's a lot easier too. I am just trying to think of creating something that would give us better continuity of operations so that we don't have shortfalls when Board members change or when managers change, or somebody is on vacation, so on and so forth
Mr. Kapish: The other thing is that the tile, I don't know who is doing the pool cleaning, but the tile is white, and it looks like hell in the roundabout. Whoever is doing it is not doing a good job.
Mr. Carney: The tile has been that way since Shamrock. Our guy is getting in there little by little trying to clean it, but there is a lot of calcium buildup right now. Shamrock did a terrible job.
Mr. Kapish: Either it is cleaned off or you will have to replace the tile, because it looks like hell.
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Mr. Carney: They are working on it. They are getting it off a little bit at a time so we will have to see where that goes. I think the maintenance schedule is good. There may be some that is already in place, but little things like shutting the fountain off on Halloween night can be on that maintenance schedule. We didn't do that, so we had the foaming going on, just small things could make a big difference.
Mr. Hohl: So, what I would ask in order to do that, if GMS can email me everything that you have that you know of as far as maintenance, and if the Board members could email GMS anything that they have of a concern, and then they can in turn email it to me so that I have all the information in front of me.	When I finally get the spreadsheet · together, I will bring it back to the Board for everybody to look at, and we can tweak it and make changes as necessary. It is meant to be dynamic, so just because we finalize our maintenance plan January 1, doesn't mean June 1, we can't make a change to it because we realize that there is a piece in there that is just not getting it.
Mr. Morgan: So, it will be month to month on a yearly calendar, but month to month. Mr. Hohl: Correct. It will show everything that is supposed to be done in that month,
who is supposed to do it, and then we can point to the contract to look for the scope of work that is supposed to be done. There won't be any mystery anymore. I thought that was supposed to be Joe's business that did that,·no it is not Joe's business, it is Harry's business that does that.
Mr. Carney: I think it is a good idea. It was going to be on your agenda to talk about the roundabout lights.  For some reason it didn't make your list.  You were going to talk to that. There are about 12 lights, you were going to set up a time to have someone go out there at night, evaluate the lights that are out. I counted about 12. There is a one year warranty on the new lights they put in. They didn't mark them the last time we put them in, they aren't cheap.
	Procedures for Setting the Meeting Agenda

Mr. Carney: I am not sure who the best person to answer this question, but I put it on the agenda here. Maybe Rich who sets the agenda for the meeting?
Mr. Hans: We do pretty much. It kind of falls in line with what Mike was just talking about, the agenda request that goes out, and people are going to respond with the items that they do have. Then we will incorporate those items.
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Mr. Carney: Who calls and puts items on the agenda?
Mr. Hans: No one calls. The emails goes out to all the Board members and says, do you have anything for the upcoming meeting and staff too?
Mr. Pawelczyk: The manager usually has the items to start, but they always send that extra email out because if they don't have anything, Jonathan might have something, or I might have something that they just missed. It is not Rich's firm that does this, they all do this. It is a good practice to make sure we don't miss anything.
Mr. Carney: I just want to make it clear to all the Board members that they can add an agenda item on at any time. Is that correct?
Mr. Pawelczyk: Yes. The rules and procedures you adopted in 2013, I actually looked this up once, I saw this on the agenda, all it says is the District Manager shall prepare the notice of meeting or for a workshop or an agenda. The notice and agenda are available to the public. That is all, so basically, it says that the manager prepares the agenda, but the way they prepare the agenda is to add things they want and then request if anybody else has a request.
Mr. Kapish: They need to make the agenda a week ahead of time.
Mr. Pawelczyk: The agenda is supposed to be posted on the website, not the package itself, but the agenda itself seven days before as a Statute, but occasionally stuff does come up where you guys have traditionally, and other Board's do come up with a last minute, and you can discuss them, but technically we try to do our best to make sure that everything is on the posted agenda at least referenced, even if the backup is not available until the meeting.
Mr. Carney: Ok. Thank you for clearing that up.


NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Updated on:
A Turtle Run Blvd. Landscape Replacement Along the Fence Line
B. Progress Report on 9 Monument Signs
Mr. Carney: This was put on the agenda before it was done. Turtle Run Boulevard landscape replacement along the fence line. Dennis, do you want to speak on that?
Mr. Baldis: That is completed.
Mr. Carney: Ok. Progress report on all 9 monument signs, Mike?
Mr. Hohl: Keylight Electric, they should be completing their work this week. They are in the process of installing the rest of the lights. They will be the first contractor to get all their work finished on that project which was the plan, so that we could have electric on all the entrances for lighting and for Christmas lights, so on and so forth. Then the next contractor in line is Signarama. They have submitted their permit to the City. Susan Bogen who presented here to the Board has been in contact with the city and they are currently waiting for the city attorney's office to do a legal review of all the paperwork to make sure that everything·is in line, and that we were able to produce the paperwork showing that we own the easements and all of that. They are just double checking all of that obviously before they go onto an approval. Then once that is done, then it goes before their internal Board to look at our request for the change in the signage. As Susan stated in the meeting, the option that we voted on was one that the city suggested as being one that would fit into their guidelines, but because it is considered a different type of signage, the Board of the City has to approve it. It is an independent Board; it is not the City Commissioner or anything like that. That process will probably take the rest of the year. She anticipates being able to actually start construction somewhere near the end of February or the beginning of March because after she gets the permit approved, providing the City doesn't make any changes which would delay things even more, but providing that doesn't happen, then it would take a certain amount of time for them to manufacture the signs. The next step that they would do, is they would give management a three week heads up that they are going to be installing, so they would be able to coordinate taking all the old signage down and all the hardware. When that happens, then we bring in our next subcontractor to clean the bricks and repair the mortar and seal the bricks. Then the other one to come in and clean and polish the copper tops on the columns. Once that is done, then Signarama will be the last one to come back in and put the signage in and the project will be done. Probably by then, hopefully Lance's subcommittee will have a recommendation to replace the landscaping. Basically, we will have new and improved entrances that look really sharp. That is the timeline. We knew it wasn't going to be a quick process because of the type of signage and everything. Anything right now with any city, and I know because I work for the city, it is more time than usual because of Covid and all that. The cities are just trying to get back into the
swing of things and figuring out the best way to go through things. Coral Springs is no exception. We just have to accept that and realize that because it does require permitting and approvals, it is going to take some time. The electrical was quicker because it was simple. There wasn't a lot of work that needed to be done. There is one wall that Keylight said they were not able to find the electrical service to. They looked everywhere for it, so they are going to be preparing with Julio another permit to add that electrical service. can't imagine how we lit every wall up without it.
Mr. Morgan: Which wall is it; do you know? Mr. Hohl: I don't know.
Mr. Padilla: It is the one closest to Target on Wiles Road on the east side. Mr. Morgan: Ok.
Mr. Hohl: We have a contingency built in when we voted on this so we will more than be able to cover that. I expected that there would be some unexpected expenditures because that is just the way projects go. We won't have any issues with that. It is a pretty simple fix.
Mr. Morgan: So that would be on Creekside.
Mr. Hohl: Creekside and Wiles, the southeast corner. Mr. Carney: We had lights on those, didn't we?
Mr. Kapish: There were lights in every location.
Mr. Hohl: For whatever reason they couldn't find them, so we will have it. That was the only real glitch with the electrical contractor. Other than that, they were Johnny on the spot. As soon as they got the permit, they were full steam ahead. The project seems to be going along real nicely.
Mr. Carney: Good, I am excited it is going to look great. Thank you. We should be doing an update at each of our meetings.
TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
	Attorney

Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't have anything further unless the Board has any questions for me.
	Engineer - Discussion of Projects in Construction

Mr. Carney: We don't have an engineer here tonight, but does anyone want to speak on his behalf or is someone calling in?
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Mr. Baldis: No.
Mr. Padilla: Just a report.
Mr. Hohl: What is the timeframe for completion of the additional street signs that we are replacing?
Mr. Baldis: Right now, things have been on hold because of locates. They are finding things in the field that are challenging. We are hoping to have that stuff cleared up this week. They are ready to move forward. They h ve already installed five poles so far. I don't have a timeframe until I find out what locates is going to show.
Mr. Hohl: So other than the locates, are there any materials that they are still waiting for?
Mr. Baldis: No everything is here. Mr. Hohl: Ok.
Mr. Kapish: There is a couple of signs that they put in especially the yellow ones for the schools and stuff, the warning signs, are two different colors. There is a standard yellow, there is an old yellow that you used to use. They put the old yellow on a couple of the signs.  They should be redone. They should be like the rest of them.
	Field Manager
	COi Holiday Lights Update
	Update on Hall Fountains repairs, LED Lighting & Powerline & Target Pump Replacement
	Update on Signs & Poles, Estimated Completion Date and Any Additional Changes or Costs to Project
	Roundabout Turf Installation Update
	Hoover Pump Stations Maintenance Renewal Agreement MA4784
	Turtle Run Blvd. and Sample Rd. Fountain Monument Entrance Mildew Removal Update

Mr. Carney: Julio, do you want to go through the field manager's report?
Mr. Padilla: Number 2, update on Hall Fountains repairs are all completed. Update on the signs & poles, Dennis already spoke on that. They are waiting for the locates.
Mr. Carney: Explain the holdup again, I don't get it.
Mr. Padilla: Because they have to do some digging, they need to call for locates to make sure there is no electrical, AT&T, wireless internet or anything like that which runs underneath. They need to locate that first before they dig.
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Mr. Morgan: The other day the electricity went off and I had a couple of neighbors call me. I thought to myself oh no, because they were out there drilling holes that day. Julio, just to clarify one thing, so Hall Fountains is done. They ordered a couple new pumps, so all the fountains are working completely?
Mr. Padilla: Correct.
Mr. Morgan: Target, Lake Katie, everything is working good? Mr. Padilla: Yes sir.
Mr. Carney: I never realized the roundabout lake fountain has 125 horsepower motor. That is why it shoots the streams a little differently when all the other fountains have 225 horsepower motors. It is a smaller fountain, which is why the outer rim isn't quite as powerful as you see on the other ones.
Mr. Padilla: I do have Joe on the line, I am going to put him on speaker.
Mr. Campbell: Hi, how is the Board doing tonight? You got the quote today for the banners to put up the existing banners that you currently own.
Mr. Carney: We are just not going to put them up at this point.
Mr. Padilla: Just do along with the rest. Disregard the banners for now please. We are not going to do the banners, just so you know.
Mr. Campbell: Ok.
Mr. Baldis: Joe, we actually want to dispose of the banners. Those banners aren't going to work for us any longer, so we don't want to pay for storage, insurance, cleaning so they can just be trashed.
Mr. Campbell: Ok, so I will have them send an email tomorrow to approve to have them trashed.
Mr. Baldis: Thank you.
Mr. Campbell: After going out and looking at the new monument wall again, I am hesitant to put anything on there because I don't want to put any glue or anything on there and then have you guys upset because the glue is not coming off or peeling the paint or something like that. I did send a picture over today of stake lighting that we could put that would go around in front of the landscaping, that way it does give you the perimeter lights out in front. Another idea we had was we could hang on the brick a wreath on each side
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of the monument so it would be a total of 4 wreaths, and then do the perimeter stake lights along the flower beds in the front.
Mr. Carney: Do the lights come down in front of the Turtle Run sign? Mr. Campbell: The lights are on a stake that we stick into the ground. Mr. Baldis: Where would they be? What is the location of them?
Mr. Campbell: They would go in front of the plant beds where you currently have the flowers or annuals now. They would just go along the entire bed of the fronts of each.
Mr. Baldis: Is there an additional charge for this?
Mr. Campbell: No, there would not be because I am going to use the same kind of footage for each side.
Mr. Baldis: I am just saying to put additional wreaths on the monument sign? Mr. Campbell: Yes, to put a wreath on each side of the monument signs.
Mr. Baldis: I like that idea.
Mr. Padilla: Would the Board like to give that direction to go ahead and make that change?
Mr. Morgan: The only thing I believe Dennis is the red and green, I don't know what type of plant it is, the annuals are coming in soon right?
Mr. Baldis: Yes, I wanted to talk to you about that.
Mr. Morgan: Those green and red things are coming down correct, before Christmas or after the holiday? We didn't order poinsettias this year.
Mr. Baldis: Yes. I was going to talk to you after the meeting about what annuals you would like to see.
Mr. Kapish: Why aren't we doing the poinsettias?
Mr. Morgan: They weren't ordered, and we were supposed to order them from what Art told me to have the quantity that we usually get, but it had to be ordered maybe a month or two ago, so basically now they wouldn't be able to get the amount that we need. I don't know that we actually need them anyway, but my understanding is we usually wait on the flowers and put the poinsettias in, and then after the holidays we take the poinsettias out.
Mr. Baldis: At the main entrance.
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Mr. Morgan: Correct, only at the main entrance. What we could do is possibly put some accent poinsettias out there. Art said he could buy bigger ones and put them in front of each column and accent them out there or something like that. That would be nice he said.
Mr. Carney: I think that would look good actually. I think you would need some red out there.
Mr. Morgan: What I am saying is the green and red plant, whatever that plant is. Mr. Baldis: Coleus.
Mr. Morgan: That would have to removed, then Joe's lights could go in and you could accent it with some poinsettias for the holidays.
Mr. Hohl: So, you are saying for Joe to wait on putting the lights at the main entrance until we do the landscaping.
Mr. Morgan: Dennis would probably know more. Would those have to come out before the plants you just mentioned?
Mr. Baldis: They come out when we put the new annuals in.
Mr. Morgan: Don't they come out when we put the poinsettias in? Mr. Baldis: Right.
Mr. Morgan: But this year we are not putting the poinsettias in, so should we leave them in and have Joe do his magic with the holiday lights or should be take them out?
Mr. Baldis: When we change all the annuals, we just take them out.
Mr. Kapish: We put impatiens usually in there or the new guinea impatiens. Mr. Morgan: Actually, we have been using the geraniums lately.
Mr. Kapish: I know that, but for years we used the impatiens, and we would do red and white, which would look nice with the Christmas stuff, and they would last the whole season.
Mr. Baldis: Through Valentine's Day. If we decide on what type of annual plant, you want to do, I will just have them all removed and put it in, and he can do his thing. We can coordinate that. I just want to know what annual you would like and the colors.
Mr. Carney: You would put them in now? Mr. Baldis: Yes, we are getting close.
Mr. Kapish: I don't think you are going to be able to get new guinea impatiens.
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Mr. Baldis: I can see what is available. I don't want to speak to what Brad has.
Mr. Morgan: We are only talking about doing the main entrance, so it is not that many, is it?
Mr. Baldis: Everything should be the same. All the entrances should have the same annuals and that is what I am saying. If we are going to do impatiens, we will do every entrance in that, and I will just have them do it and take out the coleus, then Joe can do his thing and we will do all the annuals. The weather has changed. It is cooler so we are in good shape this year as far as weather-wise.
Mr. Hohl: So what is the timing for Joe or COi putting his lights in?
Mr. Campbell: As soon as you guys are ready for the perimeter to go in, I can put it in, just let me know the schedule with the plants.
Mr. Morgan: Can you put your lighting in and we work our landscaping around it because all it is, is flowers.
Mr. Campbell: Yes, we can have them put in. Mr. Baldis: We are good to go now.
Mr. Hohl: You want him to just to put the lights is what you are saying? Mr. Baldis: Yes, let's just move forward.
Mr. Morgan: Maybe we can instruct Art at the main entrance to remove the coleus.
Mr. Baldis: I am going to tell him to put all the annuals in and let's do the change out. Are we talking sunpatiens, or do you want me to get with you tomorrow and tell you what is available?
Mr. Morgan: Yes, why don't you take into account what is available. The last few years we have been using geraniums. I am not a fan.
Mr. Baldis: I think the geraniums have run their course. Let me talk to Brad tomorrow and get what he thinks is best that is going to last. I will give you a call and we will decide on what.
Mr. Morgan: Worse comes to worst if Joe puts in his holiday design, if he has to come out and make an adjustment, he might have to do come out and do that based on the flowers and that type of thing. Does that sound good for you Joe?
Mr. Campbell: Yes, that works.
Mr. Morgan: I like the idea of the wreaths.
Mr. Baldis: I do too.
Mr. Carney: So, do I. It gives it a look during the day, not just at night. Mr. Baldis: I think it is classy.
Mr. Campbell: Ok so we will go ahead and move forward with that. Dennis, I will talk to you tomorrow and I will let you know when we are going to put the perimeter lights in.
Mr. Baldis: Ok.
Mr. Hohl: Joe, is there an upcharg·e for the wreaths? Mr. Baldis: No.
Mr. Morgan: Thank you Joe.
Mr. Campbell: Alright guys, thanks so much. Have a good night.
Mr. Carney: Do you guys want to talk about the roundabout turf installation? It wasn't done at the last meeting.
Mr. Padilla: It is completed.
Mr. Kapish: How come they didn't put sand in it because the sand holds up the grass and protects the rubber from the UV rays. They used to use just sand, but now they use rubber parts, but that is for playing sports. If they don't put that sand in there, your blades will eventually fall over and be flat.
Mr. Carney: Check with the turf company and see what they have to say. They should know.
Mr. Padilla: I will check on the sand.
Mr. Kapish: It also holds the turf down because it is weighed down, so it provides like three different reasons for using it.
Mr. Carney: See what they have to say Julio. Mr. Padilla: Ok.
Mr. Carney: The one thing I did ask you to do is if we can have the electrician give us a price of moving that electrical box against the wall because it is a little bit of trip hazard going on right now.
Mr. Padilla: Ok.
Mr. Morgan: Is that going to leave a hole in the turf?
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Mr. Carney: I don't think so. He has another hole that the turf guys have to look at anyway, so you could have them both done at the same time.
Mr. Padilla: I am meeting with Art tomorrow, so I am going to take him over there. Mr. Kapish: Some of it sticks up and is not flat.
Mr. Carney: Chris has a point, maybe they need to do a pounding on it because you are getting a little bit of this, I think. I think he's right.
Mr. Morgan: They could bring one of those rollers out.
Mr. Carney: We also have Hoover pump station maintenance renewal agreement. Mr. Padilla: Yes, it is $4,880 for both pumps, it is for the 2022 calendar year.
Mr. Morgan: This is a continuing agreement that we have with them? Mr. Baldis: Yes, it is the maintenance.
Mr. Carney: Do we need a vote on that Mike? Mr. Pawelczyk: Yes, I would assume.
Mr. Hohl: I have a question. Have we been able to acquire the codes to operate those pumps and the timing and all that? I know that the sprinkler systems were on, and we didn't want them on, and nobody knew the codes. Are these the same pumps or are these different pumps?
Mr. Padilla: This is the irrigation pumps.
Mr. Hohl: Right, that is what I am talking about.
Mr. Carney: Randy said he did not have the codes, Art said he did not have the
codes.
Mr. Baldis: We will follow up with him. Robert was doing that when he was here. Mr. Hohl: I am just saying if we are going to renew this contract with him, they need
to give us codes.
Mr. Baldis: This is with Hoover pump. Mr. Hohl: They may have the codes. Mr. Baldis: They will have the codes.
Mr. Carney: The one time a couple weeks ago Turtle Run Boulevard was running every day and it was just a weak spray every day. I brought that to Randy's attention, and he said he doesn't have the code. Now he said he was going to take care of that.
Mr. Padilla: We will follow up on that.


On MOTION by Mr. Morgan seconded by Mr. Kapish with all in favor, the Hoover pump station maintenance renewal agreement MA4784 in the amount of $4,880 was approved.
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Mr. Carney: Do you want to speak on the mildew? Sunset was working on it. It took him a while to get it off.
Mr. Padilla: Yes. He is slowly working on it, so he doesn't damage the wall and he will continue to do that until he can remove everything.
Mr. Carney: Shamrock left us with a mess.
Ms. Karnegis: Do we have the mildew also on those signs? At 43rd Place when you are coming in, the signs at the entrance have some green stuff growing on them. was going to take a picture of it.
Mr. Morgan: Where is that at?
Ms. Karnegis: 43rd Place as you are turning into our area, those posts right there have like this green stuff on it.
Mr. Baldis: I will look at that with the pressure cleaner guys. Ms. Karnegis: Ok.

	Manager

Mr. Baldis: I have one item I wanted to mention. I was going to go ahead at the main entrance, the new brick pavers, have it sanded since the rainy season is over, just something to be preventative. We got a lot of rain, and I didn't have the pressure cleaner guy go over them. I was going to put a new coat of sand down there just to let you know.
Mr. Carney: When would that be done Dennis?
Mr. Baldis: I will call them tomorrow and schedule it. Mr. Morgan: Who would do that work?
Mr. Baldis: Stanford can do it. Florida Blacktop can do it. I will just call and see who is available. I just don't want to let that go, it is new, and it is like it is ok, and then all of the sudden, oh my gosh, why didn't we do it, make it an annual thing of sanding it.
Mr. Hohl: I was going to say that is another item to add to our maintenance plan.
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Mr. Kapish: The yellow strips and white strips are dirty. People's Choice should come over there and pressure clean them before you sand them.
Mr. Baldis: I had them pressure clean the gutters.
Mr. Kapish: The gutters are done, but they didn't pressure clean the stripping. Mr. Baldis: I will look at that.
Mr. Kapish: They should touch it up. Mr. Baldis: Ok. That is all for me.

ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors Requests
Mr. Carney: Supervisor's requests. Zaida, do you have anything? Ms. Karnegis: Nope.
Mr. Carney: Mike?
Mr. Hohl: No.
Mr. Carney: Chris?
Mr. Kapish: No.
Mr. Carney: Lance?
Mr. Morgan: No, I think we covered everything.
Mr. Carney: I have a couple things I would just like to say. I really believe that with everything that is going on economically, I think we made the right decision by not putting another bond on the table. I really believe that to tell our community and taxpayers that taxes are going up by 15 to 20%, I don't think anyone would have wanted to have sat through that. I think we made the right decision and leave it at that. I really do believe that. A motion to adjourn.

TWELFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
On MOTION by Mr. Morgan seconded by Mr. Hohl with all in favor, the meeting was adjourned.
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